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ABSTRACT
The design and analysis of drop test to investigate the behaviour of
adhesive joints in automotive structures is performed. The drop test is simulated by FE
software. The specimen geometry is based on Volvo Car Corp. drop test standard.

In the drop test machine, a general beam structure is supporting all the parts. The
machine includes a lifting system. The test is applied to a pre designed specimen, which
will provide the information about adhesive joint strength.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, material tests have received much more research attention since
computer simulations (e.g. FEA) require accurate material data. Essentially, testing
machines have been used since the onset of manufacturing to assure the quality of
production metrics.

Furthermore, it is well known that safety is one of the primary requirements that
a car has to fulfil. For that reason, material testing is also a tool that the automotive
engineer has to perform in a proper way.

In the beginning, material testing was studied by a lot of scientists and engineers,
but it was not performed in a formal way until the 19th century. Since then, the industrial
development has required a wide range of tests according to the needs of the industry
and especially to the car industry. As a consequence of this, different tests have been
developed. Such tests are e.g.: Charpy pendulum, compression test, tension test, flexion
test, hardness test, fatigue test, shock test, drop test, etc.

Our specific focus is on the car body structural strength, in particular the
structural behaviour in the case of an impact. In order to simulate this case and to test
the structure, the drop test will be used. The drop test will be applied to a specimen
designed for studying the behaviour of adhesively joined structures. The main objective
of this project is to assess how adhesive joining could be successfully used in the car
structure to improve structural performance and reduce cost.

In this project, a drop test machine is presented using CAD-Software.

The information from the drop test will be used in finite element simulations of
adhesively joined car structures. The finite element method represents one of the most
significant developments in the history of computational methods, and it has
transformed much of the mechanical science which affects many facets of our lives and
simplifies research work.
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BACKGROUND

The field of aim of this work is car safety, which is in constant evolution. A
short description of the actual state of development in this field is also given in this
work.

Later, we focus on a new concept that is being developed today in the car
industry concerning the car structure. This concept concerns a new method of
manufacturing the car body structure. The advantages and disadvantages of this method,
and the reason for developing it, are explained.

In the last chapter, there will be given an overview of the test and, the general
industrial need of developing such tests will be shown.

CAR SAFETY
The car is an essential element in our society. In 2002, research showed that
there were 590 million passenger cars worldwide (roughly one car for every eleven
people). Moreover, other information, reflecting the impact the car has had since it was
developed in 1885 by Karl Benz, is that there are about 100.000 patents created
concerning cars.

The manufacturing of the car has changed almost completely since the first car
was built. In the end of the 19th century the car was built as handicraft. Nowadays,
manufacturing a car it has to be handled by a large team of designers and engineers
from many different fields. It is subjected to a large number of requirements like fast
manufacturability, customer requirements, legal requirements, versability, cost,
standards requirements, commonality with other cars in the same platform, and so on.

The impression exists that engineers are always improving the quality and the
safety of the car, its elements and its accessories. However, this might not entirely
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reflect the truth. During the 1920’s, when the market started to be saturated, the
automotive design started been driven more by consumer expectations than engineering
improvement solely. Since the 1930’s, the customer was focused in order to convince
car owners of that they needed a regular replacement, to keep up the quantity of unit
sales.

Safety and quality have not always been priorities in the development of cars.
Even if car safety ought to have became an issue almost immediately after the invention
of the automobile, when Nicolas-Joseph Cugnot crashed his steam-powered "Fardier"
against a wall in 1771. If we look at two cars, one modern and another one from one
hundred years ago, we almost can not compare them because the similarities are almost
non-existent.

Some of the advances in safety area: Stability Control and ABS, Tires, Traction
Control and AWD, Vehicle Construction, Seatbelts, Airbags, Head Restraints, Airbag
Cutoff Switch, Lights and signals, Reverse sensing, Spare Tires, Shift Interlock, Child
Door/Window Locks, Emergency Trunk Release, Cargo Nets and Hooks, Mirrors,
Automatic Crash Notification (not included in all the cars yet), Ergonomics and
Comfort, Head Up Displays and Thermal Imaging.

But actually, why is safety so important? We can find the answer in an important
research that WHO (World Health Organization) realized in 2004 that summarizing said
that “an estimated 1.2 million people are killed in road crashes each year and as many
as 50 million are injured. Projections indicate that these figures will increase by about

65% over the next 20 years unless there is new commitment to prevention”. It represents
the 25% of worldwide injury-related deaths (the leading cause).

Nowadays there are two different paths developing: passive and active safety. Passive
safety helps people stay alive and uninjured in a crash. Active safety helps drivers avoid
accidents. For example, the seatbelts are a passive safety feature and an active safety
feature is the turn signals.

Before a car is marketed, it has to fulfil the basic requirements like laws, tests
and standards. Gaining importance has safety tests such as EuroNCAP and US NCAP.
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EuroNCAP defines its general market concept as: “By law, all new car models

must pass certain safety tests before they are sold. But legislation provides a minimum
statutory standard of safety for new car. It is the aim of EuroNCAP to encourage
manufacturers to exceed these minimum requirements.” This definition gives us a new

fact that is happening right now in the market. Nowadays, car customers are not only
looking for a comfortable car or a good design, their thought is changing in accordance
to the high rate of injury and death as consequence of car crashes in the last years. The
new car customer takes into account the risk of losing his life travelling with the family.
So safety is becoming an important feature. Some companies are starting to stress the
safety advantages incorporated in their cars in advertisements.

EuroNCAP is a test to distinguish products between competitors on the market.
The tests realised by EuroNCAP or by US NCAP are carried out with the car as it can
be bought by any customer, in other words, with the real product. In many crash tests,
dummies are used to monitor occupants’ safety during the crash events.
In spite of the effort spent to obtain a really safe car, the there is still much to be
done. The most important factor is that cars are driven by humans who make mistakes.
It is important to decrease the probability for the driver to make a mistake, and on the
other hand, if the mistake is made, decrease the damage that could be caused.

CAR FRAMES
In this chapter we define firstly what a body structure is. Later we will explain
the different kind of body structures used today and the recent evolution. Finally we
explain some problems of the car body structure.

The car body structure is an important element of the car. The body provides a
firm structure for the complete car. The body structure is responsible for the stiffness of
the whole car and keeping the rest in place during the car life. An example of body
structure is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. An example of a car body structure: The aluminium unibody of the Audi A8.

There are principally two types of body structures: integral frames (also called
"unibody") and conventional bodies (also called space frames):

The conventional body is basically a "one-piece" structure, or two "one-piece"
structures fastened together. Most heavy-duty trucks and a few premium full-size cars
are still manufactured with a body-on-frame structure. The frame is extremely rigid in
order to keep all the other parts of the car in perfect alignment. The manufacturer takes
this type of frame and attaches all the other parts of the car to it, like the way a sculptor
starts with a wire frame to build his sculpture on and give it shape. For vibration
isolation, rubber insulator blocks, or “pads” are placed between the frame and the other
car parts. This kind of frame is usually constructed of steel beams and welded or cold
riveted together. Cold riveting keeps the rivets from shrinking after they cool off.
The integral, or “unibody”, body structure is just the opposite. With this type of
structure, the body parts are used to structurally reinforce the entire car, and all of the
sections are welded together into one piece which is called the “Body In White” (BIW).
Some “unibody” structures have partial front and rear subframes for attaching the
engine and suspension members as one piece.
Since the 1960’s safety research focused on absorbing crash energy. The
unibody has been the key to accomplish this task. The unibody frame is designed to
"crumple" and thus, it may absorb the energy of an impact better than a Body-on-Frame
construction. But the unibody structure presents a draw-back: after an accident, failed
parts have to be replaced. This is a real problem which has been studied: body
structures, that were previously damaged and repaired, have killed the occupant of the
car when they collapsed in low speed (50 km/h). The only way to determine if the car
has a good structural integrity is to crash the vehicle again, and assess the result.
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The aim in this project is focused on a novel joining method of the car body
structure. Currently, the way to do it is manufacturing the different parts separately (by
sheet metal forming), and fixing them by spot welding. The disadvantage is that spot
welding is not suitable for joining dissimilar materials.

A spot weld consists of two or more different metallic pieces which have to be
placed together in the right place and then to apply electric current by electrodes in the
place where the spot weld is placed. To produce a strong joint, a large number of spots
welds is required. Thus, the welding process slows down the body manufacturing
process.

In recent years, some different joining techniques have been developed. We will
focus on adhesive bonding. The idea is to reduce the number of spot welds by a
combination between adhesive bonding and spot welding. In this case, the spot welding
is kept because it is a rapid joining method and offers a good place-holding for the
uncured adhesive. The purpose is not to avoid the welding but to reduce the
manufacturing time. The joint strength has to be at least the same. The adhesive is
applied on the contact surfaces prior to welding them together. In the case of bimaterial
joints, spot welding is changed to riveting or clinching.

REQUIRED TESTS
The strength of the joint should be at least the same as when adhesive joining is
solely used. Full scale crash tests are important to verify the computer simulations.
Computer simulations are used to reduce development time and cost, since prototype
parts are expensive and have long lead times
According to Dominguez (2002), to prevent an uncontrolled cost in a new
product, manufacturing companies should apply the schedule shown in Fig. 2 when they
develop a new product:
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Economy

Safety

Function

Appearance

Product Design

Material selection or
Dimensioning

Prototype

Tests

Fail

Pass
Manufacturing

Assembly

Fail
Tests
Pass
Final product

Figure 2. Cost avoidance schedule according to Dominguez (2002), for
prevention of uncontrolled cost in product development.
Dominguez (2002) flowchart is based on the four fundamental factors
required in the manufacturing process: safety, economy, appearance and function. The
design is performed according to these factors. The material is selected according to a
wide range of requirements.
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The next step is to manufacture the prototypes. A series of tests is done to check
if the manufacturing process is correct. If the tests are passed, the design process
continues. If a prototype fails a test, corrective actions are to be taken, and the test cycle
has to be repeated.

Relating this flowchart to our particular case, typical tests would be: shock test,
tension test, vibration test, compression test, tension test, bending test, hardness test,
fatigue test, drop test, etc. Some tests are applied to the body-in-white. Other tests are
related to fully assembled car. In this second group, the tests are typically frontal
impact, side impact, pole impact, child protection, pedestrian protection, etc.

The drop test is required to determine joining parameters, such as spot weld or
rivet distance, prior to dimensioning the complete structure. It will be the key to
dimensioning the adhesive joint in the car structure.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The drop test is applied to measure the capacity of a specimen or a finished
product to resist impact. Obviously, the product could be manufactured and then tested
in order to determine if it fulfils the requirements. This procedure is often not possible
in the early steps of the product development due to the long lead times for the
prototypes, and also due to the cost involved with prototypes. Furthermore, the
resistance to impact is sensible to the manufacturing conditions. This is the reason why
we test a carefully designed test specimen instead of a finished product.

It has to be said that the impact resistance is not a physical property easy to
define. The impact resistance is not a fundamental material property and it depends,
among other factors, on the ambient temperature, type and geometry of the test and
specimen shape.

Usually, there is some confusion between the strength of the material and the
impact resistance of the product manufactured with that material. In our case, the
specimen geometry has been imposed, so our objective is only to check the impact
resistance of the specimen which is supposed to be relevant to the final product. The
definition of this relationship is out of our research.

The broad industrial use of the drop test is due to its versatility and simple
mechanics. A specimen, which is simply placed on supports, is struck by an impact
head which falls from a preset height. The impact velocity, v, depends on the height, h,
where the impact head is initially placed as
v  2 gh

where g is gravity. The impact energy, E, is determined by
E

1 2
mv
2

where m is the mass of the impact head. Before the drop test explanation is finished, we
would like to give some general data about this topic:
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-

Specimen conditioning during a period of time at a certain temperature and
humid conditions might change the material structure and change the impact
behaviour and as a consequence, the results.

-

An increase of the impact velocity could also change the fracture mode from
ductile to brittle. In fact, an increase of the impact velocity is similar to a
decrease in temperature in the test. The relation is not fully investigated and is to
be handled with care.

-

In practice, brittle fracture is more likely to occur due to a temperature decrease
than from an impact velocity increase because an increase of the impact velocity
is not significant unless we would be working in the transition region of the
material.

-

For a real test, stress, velocity and acceleration sensors should be used to
measure the stress and energy variations during the impact.

Next, we will explain the whole process of designing the drop test machine.
Recommendations, catalogues, standards and advices has been our tools to make
decisions. After a general view, we will explain the machine part by part in the same
order in which it has been designed:
General view
The first step in the drop test machine design process is to build a general idea
about the mechanical principle. A current market research was performed through
company home pages and web sites in the internet. Some drop test machines found in
the market research are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Drop test machines from different manufacturers.
School of Society and Technology
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In Fig. 3 we can observe some general principles like a rigid structure (whether
the machine is long it has to be secured to the surrounding structure to prevent it from
falling over), low friction shock head guides linked in the structure, a big base to give
stability and enough place to accommodate the specimen, remote control lifting system
and the drop head should be symmetric.

Thus, from the previous research, we are able to define our own machine. Our
drop test machine will be designed similar to the figure 4.

Figure 4.Own design to the drop test machine.

In this picture we can check that the basic principles, previously mentioned, are
fulfilled. So, keeping this general idea for the test machine through this document, we
will develop in detail each part and element next.
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Beams
We have several requirements for the design of the beams supporting the whole
machine and will carry the weight of the shock head. Firstly, we define the number of
beams and the layout. We choose to use two beams because the lifting system should
not weigh more than 100 kg. The layout has to facilitate the joining of the guide rails to
the beams which are placed with the centre of gravity aligned in one plane.

Two other aspects to take into account, are the cross sectional shape and the
height. We have chosen a UPN steel beam since it has similar moment of inertia along
both axes of the cross section. Other shapes like IPN, IPE and so on have a large
difference in moments of inertia along the axes. This has importance because we will
place the beam in the way that the lower inertia moment side carries the maximum
stress. We choose to place the UPN flat side directed towards the guide rails, in this way
facilitating the fixing of the guides to the beams.

Figure 5. UPN cross section
To completely define the placing of the beams, we will take into account the
specimen length, in our case 50 cm. We place the beams one meter between the beam
gravity centres. The height is calculated from the expression:
v  2 gh  h 

v2
122

 7.35m
2 g 2·9.8

The velocity is imposed by the conditions of the test. Concretely, this is the
maximum speed that the shock head will be able of achieving. We have also to take into
consideration the friction between contact surfaces and the height that required by the
rest of the elements of the machine like shock head, rig, lifting system etc. Finally, we
estimate that the necessary height is 8.5 m. It is better that the height would be a little
bit larger (then adjusting the drop head impact energy is done by simply adjusts the drop
height. Thus, the beams are defined.
School of Society and Technology
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Lower plate
This part of the machine is the responsible for the stability for the whole
machine. The way to give stability is based on its weight and its dimension. According
to Stüdemann (1979), it is a recommendation that the base should weigh 60 times more
than the impact head. This recommendation is in detail explained in the calculations
chapter. The weight of the base must exceed 1000 kg, which is achieved by a steel plate.
The maximum thickness available in the market is 25.5 mm (1 inch) (based on web site
from the company: Bideco S.A.). We can choose a plate with the proper weight but the
measures will be relatively large. As an alternative, we can choose the same plate, cut it
in half, and put one half over the other in the way that the thickness becomes double.
We have finally decided this last option because in this way the space occupied in the
factory floor is reduced. Moreover, the reduced stability caused by this operation is
solved by placing anchoring screws in each corner of the plate, to fix the whole machine
to the floor.

Anti-vibration Pads
Operating the drop test machine involves impacting the shock head against the
specimen. The energy from the shock head is transmitted to the specimen and then from
specimen to the machine supports. Finally, energy is absorbed by the floor through the
lower plate. The way to transmit this energy is by vibrations. In our test, the energy is
not too high, so the consequences that would appear are noise, distortion of the result
signals (through sensors or detectors), and if the energy level would be higher it could
affect the structure of the building where the machine is placed. To avoid this, an antivibration pad is placed between the lower steel plate on the base and the floor. This
isolation plate will allow an improved damping of the machine. The screws joining the
machine to the floor are also isolated to the vibration and thus decrease the possible
damage of the joint which could endanger the personnel. This anti-vibration system is
explained in the calculation chapter.
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Figure 6. Lower plate and antivibration pads
Upper plate
This part acts as a stiffening element in the upper part of the machine. In our
case it will also support the lifting system and the shock head weight. In the centre of
the plate a hole is made for the lifting system mechanism. In order to increase the
bending stiffness, we decide to bend a portion of 50 mm to increase the moment of
inertia and thus, the stiffness. The measures of the plate are defined by the length
between beams and by the width of the lifting system. The thickness of the plate
depends on two factors: the stress occurring and the kind of joint chosen. The joint
requires a minimum of specifications which have to be fulfilled. In our case, the joining
method is chosen to welding, and according to Technical Edification Code (2006), the
thickness of the plate should be larger than the depth of the weld bead, or at least the
same thickness. A detailed calculation with drawings is given in the calculations
chapter.

Motor
The placement of the motor is one of the most important features of the drop test
machine design. Depending on the motor positioning, a certain lifting system has to be
chosen, and the rest of the elements of the machine are conditioned to it. In this section
an explanation about the placement of the motor is given and the power requirements of
the motor are determined.

Our first question regarding the motor placement is where to place it: in the
upper part or in the lower part of the machine. Both options present advantages and
School of Society and Technology
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drawbacks. Placing it in the upper part, the main drawback is that the weight which has
to be supported by the beams increases, and consequently the machine structure
increase in size and thus, the cost would increase. If we place the motor in the upper
part of the machine, we can align it with the gravity centre line of the beams. This
means that it will not create any bending stresses, and thus, the connection with the
lifting system will be simpler.

The other possibility is to place the motor in the lower part. The main drawback
is that it could be damaged by a shock head impact. This forces us to move the motor to
one side. This causes lateral stress in the beams and the joints between plates and beams
have to be reinforced. The advantage this placement presents is that the maintenance of
motor and the connection with the lifting system is easier.

Taking into consideration both solutions we finally decide to place the engine in
the upper part. The reasons are:

-

Placing the motor in the upper part all the main stress are align with the gravity
centre line. Therefore, there is no moment caused by deviations and the stability
is guaranteed.

-

The motor is according to the manufacturer maintenance free, so it is not a real
problem to place the motor in the upper position.

-

The power requirements of the motor are not severe. Consequently, its weight is
not so large, even if we consider the weight of the rest of the elements that have
to be placed beside to the motor.

According to the power calculation of the motor, it is necessary to know which
elements are related with the motor movement (e.g. clutch, pulleys, tooth belt, etc).
Following Thomas Carlberger’s recommendation, each transmission step in the
movement chain is considered to create 10% power loss. Other considerations to choose
the motor are the reaction time, the motor efficiency, rotational speed of the shaft and
weight.
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Figure 7. Motor.
Guide rails
The guide rails are the elements which drive the shock head when it is lifting or
falling. The two characteristics of the guide rails are mainly to be rigid and the surface
has to be treated to reduce the friction. The first idea about the design of the guides was
to use a stainless steel bar with circular section. The problem of this alternative is that
there is no bar on the market longer than 3 meters and the guide length should be about
8.5 meters, so we have to join the bars. Welding stainless steel is quite difficult and the
surface quality could be questioned. Finally, we decide to change the material, and we
choose a normal steel bar with a square cross section and a good superficial finish. This
material is easier to weld. The reason why the bar has square section is explained in the
shock head point. To increase the stiffness, the guides are welded to the beams by
connecting steel plates.

Figure 8. Guide rails and placement in the machine.

Clutch
The machine operates in two different situations. One when the shock head is
lifting, and another when the shock head is falling. In the first case, the motor turns as a
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unit with the pulleys and the rest of the lifting system. However, in the dropping
movement the motor should be separated from the falling system because two reasons:
to reduce the friction (which would increase the height of the drop tower), and avoid
possible damage to the motor due to the high speed of the falling movement.

Thus, there is the need to place an element between motor and lifting system.
The ideal element for this mission is a clutch. A clutch enables controlling of the
transmission movement. In the market there exist a lot of different kinds of clutches.
We can classify them in three groups: mechanical, hydraulic and electromagnetic
clutches.

Looking at different properties of each kind of clutch, an electromagnetic clutch
is finally chosen. We choose an electromagnetic clutch because of the following
reasons:
-

Mechanical and hydraulic clutches are used to transmit a big torque. But in our
drop machine the transmitted moment by the clutch is relatively small.

-

The clutch is placed on the motor shaft at more than 8 meters height. It means
that the movement to connect and to separate the shafts is done by remote
control. An electromagnetic clutch lets us easily control it by electronic pad.
However, if we use a mechanical or hydraulic clutch, its control would imply a
mechanical controller. Consequently the control of the positioning of the shock
head would be more complicated.

-

Another important feature is maintenance. The chosen electromagnetic clutch is
maintenance free.

Figure 9. Clutch, placed in the output shaft of the motor.
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Lifting system
The lifting system is what we call the group of elements allowing the movement
of the shock head. The lifting system is between the outgoing shaft of the clutch and the
shock head.

The first thought to solve the situation was to choose a system consisting of a
steel cable and a drum join to the secondary shaft of the clutch. This system is placed in
the manner that one end is fixed to the shock head and the other one is tied to the shaft.
In this way, when the machine is lifting, the cable is coiled up around the drum. When
the impact head is falling, the clutch releases the secondary shaft and the cable unrolls
from the drum and the impact head falls. However, the steel cable system presents a
drawback. It is basically that the inertia of the drum reduces the velocity of the cable
when the impact head is starting to fall. At the impact moment, the cable drum has
reached its peak rotational velocity and will continue unrolling unless some means of
braking is applied.

Finally the lifting system is changed to a continuous tooth belt system. This
system is placed in the following way: a pulley is placed on the secondary shaft of the
clutch; another is placed on a shaft on the lower plate. The tooth belt connects both
pulleys and it is connected to the impact head. The advantage of this system is that the
tooth belt is a closed system so the system moves as a unit at the same velocity as the
shock head.

Both pulleys, upper and lower pulley, are joined to the shafts. These shafts are
placed on a certain distance from the steel plates where the supports of the shafts are
attached. The ball bearings which support the respective shaft are placed inside of a
housing to keep the lubrication and avoid the displacement of them when the shaft is
rotating. A UPN 40x20 is placed to fill the space between the housing and the plate. The
joint between housing and UPN is screwed, and between UPN and plate is welded. The
calculation of the lower shaft and the housing is obsolete since this element will not be
subjected to any load.
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Figure 10. Lifting system.

Figure 11. Tooth belt used in the lifting system.

Impact head
In the drop test machine, the impact head is the last element in the transmission
of movement. It is connected to the tooth belt and it is also mounted to the guide rails.
In our case, the shock head is composed of guide wheels and impact head structure.

The features of the impact head are:

-

Supporting the impact energy specified in the test. This may be varied by
altering the mass of the impact head or by varying the drop height. The mass is
possible to vary between 10 and 20 kg. The drop height is continuously variable
between 0 and 8 m.

-

By the shape of the impact head, the desired stress distribution is created in the
impacted specimen.

-

In the case of a prematurely collapsing specimen, the excess impact energy is
absorbed by dedicated shock absorbers.

The guide wheels are V-grooved solid polyurethane wheels. The selection of this kind
of wheel was based on: the weight of the shock head should not weight more than 10
kg. No lubrication necessary between polyurethane and steel. The V-grooved shape is
the most adequate to adapt to the guide which has a square section.
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Figure 12. Impact head system.
Specimen support
In our test we consider that the specimen is simply placed over two supports
without any kind of fastening. The supports can be replaced.

The support, it is an L profile shape. The upper support edge is rounded in order
to not disturb the free deformation of the specimen. In the other side two holes are made
to fix the support to the lower plate of the machine. This plate is a work table with
grooves for free placement of the supports. The work table is a 25 mm thick steel plate.
The shape of this table is the same that we can find in any milling machine or drilling
machine in a workshop.

Figure 13. Specimen support and specimen.

Stopping system
Sometimes, the impact energy of the impact head exceeds the specimen impact
resistance. An extra stopping system is required to stop the impact head before
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impacting the lower plate or the lifting system. To solve this problem we will use a
rubber plate that is cut to give the shape that we need. In our case the shape will be a
disc shape. We place some of this shape around each guide stick joint to the impact
head.

Figure 14. Stopping system.

Joints
A table specifying each joint in the machine is shown in the next chapter
Problem Definition, and the calculations are explained there.
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DIMENSIONING

In this chapter, all the calculations and Abaqus research are explained in detail
step by step.

Beam
First of all, the actions over the beam, the coordinate axes, as well as the sign
criteria are defined:

+

Upper plate

1200N
600N
simplification

300Nm

B

M

A



y

Beam

0,5m

x

F
Lower plate
Figure 15. Principal loads on the structure.

Actions:

M B  300Nm
Fy  600Nm

Reactions:

F

y

F

x

0

 600  F  0  F  600N

 M  0  300  M  0  M  300Nm  M
M ( y  0)  300Nm
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Now we are going to look for the moment equation for the beam taking into
account that it must be zero on y=0
M ( y )
 EI  300 x  A  EI( x  0)  0  A  0
y
Steel characteristics:
-

Structural steel: ASTM A42;  max  265MPa

-

Safety factor: N y  1,5

In this case, Von Mises criterium can be applied since the steel is a ductile
material

Now, we have to take into consideration the UPN cross section characteristics
which are defined in Appendix 1. We are going to check whether UPN 80 beam, that is
the smallest one, is sufficient for the required actions:
UPN 80: Area: 11 cm 2 ;  y : 6.3 cm3

A 

 

Sy

Ny

 (   ) 2  3 2    0 

300Nm
Mf max

 47.619MPa
z
6,3  106 m3

Sy

Ny

  

600N
F

 0.545MPa
A 1110 4 m 2

S y  N y  (   )  48.164MPa   max

So,

 permissible   max
 actual  S y

 permissible
265 MPa

 N y  OK
 actual
48 MPa
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Next, we are going to calculate the beam using instability theory. The
dimensioning and checking of the beams will be done according to the Technical

Edification Code (2006). The main force is a compression normal stress which will be
next to a flexion, shear stress or torsion.

The order to follow in the instability calculation will be:
- Analyse the instability length lk.

- Calculate the mechanical slenderness ë.

- Search the instability factor ÷ in the standardizing table.
- Calculate the instability depending on the kind of stress (compression or off
centre compression).
Instability length lk is the length of a straight prismatic ideal piece, with joint in
the supporters and loaded in the extremes, but this one has to have the same critical
stress as the considerate real piece.

So the instability length is calculated as:
lk  l   850cm0.5  425cm
“l” is the real piece length between supporters. And â is a standard factor that
depends on the kind of link. We will suppose that the beam will be fit in both links.
The mechanical slenderness ë is giving by the expression:



lk 425

 198.6
i y 2.14

iy is the bending radius, in our case corresponding to the y-axis. We choose the
beam UPN 200. The reason is that the technical code give as a recommendation that
mechanical slenderness never should exceed 200. From now, all the calculation will be
done with the UPN 200 shape values.
Looking at the instability factor standard table we observe that for our value of ë

the instability factor is: ÷ = 6.7

Finally, the instability checking will be done using the expression:
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* 

N * M *

A
A
W

Replacing our values:
600·6.7
300

 12.367MPa  265MPa
4
32.2·10
27·10 6

So we will choose UPN 200 as a beam for the drop machine.

Lower plate
According to Stüdemann (1979), to define the lower plate we have taken into
account that the weight of this plate, which is the drop machine base, is 60 times heavier
than the weight of the impact head to give stability to the whole machine. As we said in
the previous chapter we divided the lower plate in two ones, exactly the same length and
width, and thickness.

So the plate is defined as:
-

Weight: 99 kg / m2

-

Size: 1.5 m x 2 m = 3 m2

-

Plate weight: 1195/2 kg ≈ 600 kg each

-

Thickness: 1 = 25.4 mm

We choose this option because it facilitates manufacturing, the space
requirement is less, and the possible stability problems will be solved by the supports
placed in the beams. Moreover, the thickness is 1” because it is the maximum thickness
found in the market.

Isolation system (Anti-vibration pads)
These will be located beneath the base area of the machinery in contact with
floor. The material chosen is a tough and resilient bonded cellular material, which is a
mixture of synthetic elastomere and graded cork particles capable of resisting water and
oils. It has a high coefficient of friction.
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The pad thickness is selected according to individual requirements, loads (from
Tiflex user’s guide)
Stress 

(Weightofmachinekg  9,81) 1000000
Areaofpad

Base weight must be 60 time impact head weight according to Studemann
(1979), pg. 158:
Weight of machine= impact head weight + beams weight + top weight
Area of pad = Area lower plate =3 m2
So, the weight of machine is:
wmachine  30kg  25.3

kg
·8.5m·2beams  1200kg  120kg  1780kg
m

Calculate Stress on pads in MPa using formula:
(1780  9.81m / s 2 ) /1000000
Stress 
 0.00582MPa
3m 2

and now, following the table from user’s guide

Figure 16. Elastomeric user guide

According to the table, the thickness of the isolation system should be 6 mm,
since the thickness we require is less than the least available in the table, we choose the
least thickness.

We are going to use four bolts M26 to fix the machine to the floor. If the bolts
are not isolated, vibrations from the machine are transmitted through the machine base
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into the bolt and through the bolt into the floor; Due to that, we need to isolate the bolt
using collars and washers isolating collars and washers to reduce transmission of the
vibration through the bolts.

Figure 17. Isolation principle for the fastening screws.

Care should be taken not to over-compress the main pad by applying to much
torque to the bolt, because it can result in reduced performance. The way to do it could
be tightening by hand and then given an additional full turn.

We must take into account the collar wall thickness to make the hole in the base
large enough so the collar and the bolt fit easily.

For an M26 bolt, the collars wall is 3mm thick.

Upper plate
The upper plate should give stiffness to the upper part of the machine, and it also
has to be able to support the lift system weight (tooth belt, pulleys, impact head,
bearings, motor axle and clutch). The worst case would be that all the weight would be
placed in the middle of the plate, where a hole for the lift system is made. At this point
there is only shear stress:
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125N

Shear
stress

Point middle
of the upper
plate

F mg 25 10


 125
2
2
2
F
125
 2
 260416Pa   ASTM  265MPa
A 0.0048·0.1

We look at the lower plate to determine if it is designed properly. In order to
increase the stiffness of the upper plate, it will have an extra wide plate surrounding the
side edge. This plate is bent in 90º angle. It is advisable because the impacts in the
lower part of the machine could be transmitted to the upper part and even damage the
whole machine truss if the stiffness is not enough.

So the lower plate characteristics are:
-

Weight per m 2 : 37.35 kg/m2

-

Size: 1.20m x 0.3m=0.36 m2

-

Plate weight: 13.446 kg

-

Thickness: 3

= 4.8 mm
16

Motor
The power of the motor is calculated in the next:
Power (Watts)  Work (J) Time(s)  Strength(N) 
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The data necessary is:
-

Mass = 30kg; Strength = 300N

-

Velocity = 0.1 m/s

Thus:
P  300N  0,1m s
P  30W

However, the power transmission has a lost of power due to friction. In our case,
we will have three elements which contributing to the power lost: tooth belt, clutch and
ball bearings. The power decrease due to ball bearings is so small according to the rest
of the elements that it will be rejected. On the other hand, the clutch and the tooth belts
will be taken into account increasing 10% per each transmission element the power that
the motor have to supply. Finally, the motor power has to be:
P  30 1.12  36.3 W
Looking in different catalogues we have found a motor that fulfil this
requirement and it characteristics are:
-

Rotation: reversible

-

Motor type: permanent Magnet

-

Shafts: hardened steel

-

Rotation speed: 20 rpm

-

Stages: 5

-

Approximate weight: 8.5 kg

-

Mechanical power: 1/20 CV

-

Torque: 160 in/lbs

The power for acceleration is not considered because, according to the
specification of the manufacturer, the acceleration is negligible due to the five gears that
the motor has.

Guides
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Over the guides rails there are no considerable acting forces in any moment of
the test. The only mission of the guide rails is to keep the impact head in the right
position. Any profile that we choose will be valid. We have chosen a square cross
section steel bar of 40x40mm size. This decision is based entirely on the shape of the
guide wheel, which is showed previously.

Clutch
An electromagnetic clutch is installed on the shaft between the motor movement
exit and the upper pulley from the lift system. The clutch will be controlled by switch
by the operator who will be the responsible of the test.

We choose the clutch according to these criteria:
-

The power output axle is 20 mm. And the power input axle is 10 mm. The inner
diameter of the clutch has the exactly the same measure like the bigger shaft. To
the input shaft, we will place a piece which will work as an adapter to reduce the
diameter from 20 to 10 mm.

-

The inertia moment of the clutch is only 0.5 kg/cm2, which means that its
influence on the falling movement will affect less, and therefore the results will
be more precise.

-

The necessary time to join or separate both shafts is less than 80 ms. It means
that the control of the impact head is more precise.

-

By using an electromagnetic clutch we avoid any kind of maintenance in the
upper part of the machine (which is placed at 8 m height).

-

The power checking according to Shigley (1979) is done:
Tclutch  Tmax
Tclutch 

Tmax  inner
2sen

2
  outer
2

 inner
 4
4







Where the all the values are given by the manufacturer, except Tmax which is the
moment that the clutch should move:
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  friction  0.1
T max  0.5kg  m
inner  0.03mm
outer  0.07mm
  disc  positioning  90º
Tmax  1.335kg.m
Thus, replacing values we obtain:
Tclutch  0.15kg·m  Tclutch  0.15  1.335  Tmax
The electromagnetic clutch chosen is the Multiple Disk Electromagnetic

Clutch/Brake MDC-1.2 from the Ogura Industrial Corp. The main characteristics are:
-

High torque rate

-

Fast torque build up

-

Multiple Disk: so it can work as a brake. This is also a advantage because we do
not need other element which acts as a brake we get the both functions with only
one device.

Pulleys and tooth belt
We

have

used

the

belt

user´s

guide

www.indarbelt.es/html/pdf/MEGALINEAR.pdf

Figure 18. Working principle of the tooth belt and pulleys.

The necessary data is:
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Vascent = 0.1 m/s
Distance between pulleys = c = 8000 mm
d1 (sprocket pitch diameter) = 100 mm
Pmotor (drive power on the pulley) = 0,0335 kW
n1 (RPM of drive sprocket 1) =

Vascent
= 19 rev/min
(2 d1 / 2)

m (conveyed mass) = 30 kg

Next, the calculation of the peripheral force on the timing belt is analysed. To
calculate Fu (peripheral force) we can use two formulations, one of them using known
mass (m), the other one is known drive power.
Known mass for vertical drives: Fu = (ma )  (mg )
Known drive power: Fu  19.1 106 Pmotor /( d1n1 )
Finally I will take maximum value, Fu  335 N

Determination of the belt width is done by using:
b 

( Fu cs 10)
Fp spec Z m

where cs is safety factor from page 13 table 2 user’s guide. It depends on the operating
conditions. In this case for high shock load cs = 2.
According to the belt pitch selection table n.1 page 12 from user’s guide
considering the values of P and n1. We select T5 belt.

Using that belt, from page 25 the next closest diameter pulley to 100 mm is
Dp = 95.49 mm and De = 94,67mm and Z = 60 teeth.

Z m (Number of teeth in mesh on driver sprocket) = Z  arc of contact 360 .

Arc of contact = 180 degrades
If calculated Z m >= 12 we use Z m = 12, so in our case, Z m = 12
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Fp spec = 23 N/cm from page 24 user guide

So:
b 

( Fu cs 10)
= 24.2 mm
Fp spec Z m

since the next closest standard width is 25 mm; 25 T5 is chosen

Pre-tensioning is got by the relationship:
Fp  2 Fu = 670 N

Cord check is obtained from page 24, T5 pitch 25 mm wide: max traction load
using stainless steel is 480 N

Max traction load >
Fp
2

Fp
2

 ( Fu Cs )

 ( Fu Cs ) = 1005 N

so, selected belt is not acceptable.

We are going to take the next kind belt which is AT5:
Fp spec = 35 N/cm from page 38 user guide; and we recalculate b

b 

( Fu cs 10)
= 15.95 mm
Fp spec Z m

Finally from page 38, AT5 pitch 25 mm width: max traction load is 1410 N
1410 N >= 1005 N selected belt is acceptable

And finally the elongation is calculated:
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Elongation = l 

Fu 4
 0,95 mm / m
max traction load

In the dynamic situations you will have an elongation of 0,95 mm per meter of
operating belt.

Ball bearing
To calculate the ball bearing we use the SKF user guide. And we will calculate
the more loaded couple of the ball bearing.
F

Ball bearing
Figure 19. Ball bearing loading.
F=300 N = mass  gravitational force
So:

Fradial  150 N on each auto bearing

We are going to look for an auto bearing with a nominal life larger than 500
hours.

Lioh  500 hours

Now using this formula we will get the value of C (dynamic basic load rating)
from our bearing.
Lioh

16666  C 

 
n P

3

n = 19 rev per minute
P = equivalent dynamic load = if only there is radial force  P = Fradial  150 N
Then:

C  124.37 N

and now, having into account the axle diameter is equal to 20 mm, we can look for the
bearing on the SKF guide.
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The bearing chosen is a deep groove ball bearing (single row) designation :
61804; which have a C = 4.3 kN . So it is valid due to Cauto bearing chosen  Cdemanded .

Impact head
The two considerations about the impact head calculations are:
-

The whole impact head should weight 10 kg.

-

The resistance of the impact head

The first step was to find any wheel according to the features explained in the
previous chapter. The best wheel in the market to our aim is: a V-Groove Solid
Polyurethane in 4” outer diameter. Actually, these solid polyurethane wheels are
designed as track wheels for applications where factors other than capacity dominate.
For example, quietness, corrosion resistance and non-sparking could be factors. But for
us the main feature is the V-shape, which gives us the possibility to fix the impact head
to the guides. Moreover, in this model of wheel the bearing is provided next the wheel.
The whole weight if each wheel is 0.5 kg.

The impact head truss is manufactured with square cross section steel bars,
which are electro-welded. To calculate the area and the measures of the section we will
use some mechanic elemental equations:
 max 

Moment

Winertia mod ulus

b·h3
M
Inertia
b·h 2 h 3
M ·6
W 

 12 

h3
hmax
h/2
 max
6
6


So replacing the values from the worst possibility:
h

3

30·50·6
 1.51cm
2600

The section elected is a square of 5/8”x5/8” and 1 mm thickness. And to build
the whole structure we spend about 4 m. The weight per kg is 0.449 kg.

Therefore, the total weight of the sock machine is:
Total weight = Structure + Head + Wheels = 4 · 0.449 + 6 + 4 · 0.5 = 9.796 kg
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The final weight is bigger because screws and nuts have been not included in
this calculation.

Stopping system
It consists of a simple rubber sheet surrounding the guide and fixed to the lower
plate by an adhesive. The rubber sheet has 19 mm thickness. This rubber plate is also
thought to fix it on the contact surfaces of the shock head to increase the effective of it.

Joints
Firstly, we will calculate the most critical join in the whole structure of the
machine as example, and afterwards a classification of each one of the unions is
established.

The joint most loaded from the structural point of view is placed in between the
upper plate and the beams. The welding is calculated following these steps:

1.- Necessary data:
- Safety factor: 3.5
- Maximum welding stress: Sys = 500 MPa.
- Moment acting over the joint: M = 300 Nm.

2.- From the mechanic basics we have:
 

M
Iz / c

where Iz is the inertia of the weld bead around the beam. This inertia is
calculated as:
I z  I zu t  I zu 0.707 h
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t is the diagonal of the weld bead which can be defined as well by the height if
it. The inertia is calculated as:
A  0.707h(2b  d )  0.707h(2·70  180)  226.24h
x

b2
702

 15.3125mm
2b  d 2·70  180
y

I zu 

d 180

 90mm
2
2

d 2 (6b  d )
 3105000mm3
12

I z  I zu 0.707·h  2195235h
c = 70-15.3125=546875 mm

Thus:
 

10·300000
2195235·h
54.6875

To obtain the shear stress we use:
2
 S
 
 max      2   max   ys  h  0.021mm  t  0.019
2 N
2

We observe that the value is quite small. It cause the acting forces are also small.
We will apply a standard value according to the Technical Code (2006), concretely t = 3
mm. This value is a standard for the remaining welded joints of the machine. Next the
table of the specification joints is attached:
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Element 1

Element 2

Type of joint

Lower plate 1

Lower plate 2

Welding

Lower plate

Anti-vibration pad

No fixed

Own weight

Lower plate

Ground

Screw

M 22x2 ISO screw

Beam

Lower plate

Welding +

3 mm weld bead

plates

thickness

Beam

Upper plate

Guides

Plates and beams

Plates

support

Ball bearing

Ball bearing

support

housing

5 mm weld bead
thickness

3 mm weld bead
thickness

Welding +

3 mm weld bead

support

thickness

Welding

3 mm weld bead
thickness

Screw

M 6 ISO screw

Ball bearing

Pressure

By SKF tool

Motor*

Upper plate

Screw

M 6 ISO screw

Ball bearing

Axle

Pressure

By SKF tool

Motor

Clutch

Forelock

Clutch

Secondary axle

Forelock

Clutch

Pulley

Forelock

Pulley

Tooth belt

Pressure

Pretension

Screw

Special accessory

Shock head

Screw

M 15 mm ISO screw

Extra weight discs

Screw

M 10 mm ISO screw

Ball bearing
housing

Tooth belt
Shock head
structure
Shock head
structure
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Ball bearing

Welding

Specification

Sock head
structure

6 width, 3.4 thick, 10
length
6 width, 3.4 thick, 10
length
6 width, 3.4 thick, 15
length
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Shock head
structure
Shock head
structure
Guide wheels

Specimen support

Structure bars

Welding

Guide wheels

Screw

Guide
Specimen
reinforces

Shape
restriction
Welding

Specimen support

Work table

Screw

Work table

Lower plate

Welding

Figure 19. Table of joints
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3 mm weld bead
thickness
M 10 x 10 x1.25 ISO
screw
Square shape
3 mm weld bead
thickness
Specific work screw
3 mm weld bead
thickness
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DROP TEST SIMULATION

Our major aim on this project is focus on the adhesive behaviour. So once the
drop test machine is completely defined, the next step in a usual testing process should
be to test the specimen in the drop machine. But our work will replace the real test by a
computerized test. To do this simulation it does not imply that the real test has not to be
carried out. It only gives an idea quite similar to the real procedure which will occur in
the real test. Therefore, this simulated process is an efficient tool to avoid possible
mistakes or not pre-evaluated errors that could happen in the drop test realization and
thus to extend the test and to increase the cost.

This testing illustrates the application of cohesive elements in Abaqus to predict
the behaviour of the adhesive in case of impact, which is the key for the development of
the automotive structure in the future in the future.

The realization of the test is based on Volvo Car Corp. drop test standard. These
specifications are included in the Appendix B. The materials and their specifications are
provided by Thomas Carlberger.

The computerized simulation is analyzed by Abaqus. Abaqus is a powerful
software that lets us simulate the process using finite elements.

The definition of the problem according to the Abaqus requirements is done in
an input file. This input file consists of a code which is built following the next steps:
-

Geometry definition: Firstly the corner points for each plate are defined. From
those points, connection lines are defined. And finally, using the lines the
surfaces which represent the plates are built.

-

Mesh generator: Over each plate a mesh generator is applied to get a 2D mesh of
elements consisting in 10x100 elements for each side considered as is shown in
the figure 20.
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Plate4
Plate2
Plate1

Plate5

adhesive

Plate6

Plate7

Plate3

Plate8

Figure 20: Model geometry for the adhesive test problem. Upper aluminium plate,
adhesive plates and lower steel plate.
-

The elements are shell elements with four node points and reduced integration.
Reduced integration is used to avoid shear locking. Using reduced integration
may result in spurious zero energy modes (hour-glassing) which corrupt the
results. This may be avoided by using a dedicated hour-glass control option in
Abaqus.

-

Element definition: Using the 2D elements from the previous step, we define the
3D elements for the adhesive material. We designate these elements as cohesive
elements with 8-nodes.

-

Material assignation: The 3D mesh is assigned adhesive. The upper plate is
assigned aluminium, the lower plate as steel. Both plates are modelled by shell
elements and placed offset from the surfaces defined at the beginning.

-

Material characteristics: For each material used for the specimen its
specifications are defined.
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-

Shock head: All the features of the shock head are typed. In our case we will
have two different impact head shapes so we should write two different input
files replacing the proper impact head in each case.

-

Time and interactions: the time used in the process, velocity and the
characteristics in the impact between impact head and specimen are defined. We
choose 25 ms for the whole process.

-

Boundary conditions. They are explained next.

-

Outputs: All the required data of the output result has to be declared at the end
of the input file.

The problem geometry and loading are depicted in Figure 20 and Figure 21

Figure 21: problem geometry and loading

General considerations
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The specimen is symmetrical with respect the two horizontal axes. However the
Abaqus analysis is not symmetric because there is a bifurcation problem, like it would
happen in the real life.

For all analyses the mass-loaded static equilibrium configuration is found first.
To achieve this end, artificial boundary conditions is first performed, as follows. The
specimen is supported with boundary conditions in the vertical direction at the four
corners of the lower plate (steel), simulating the two vertical reactions of each table
supports and with others two boundary conditions to fix the specimen at the gravity
centre axle (x-axis) to prevent a non symmetric movement in this direction. The mass
load is then applied to obtain specimen results
Engineering constants
Yield strength

Young’s modulus
(E)

Poisson’s ratio ( õ)

steel plate

800 MPa

210 GPa

0.3

aluminium plate

50MPa

70 GPa

0.3

adhesive

-

4 GPa

0.4

The adhesive mesh is composed by 2000 COH3D8 elements, which is
connection the plates number 8 with 5, and 6 with 1. The adhesive is represented by a
3D mesh with 0.2 mm thickness. The sheets that are connection to the adhesive are
simulated by shell elements with an offset definition of one half sheet thickness,
enabling the correct deformation of the adhesive without connection elements
compensating for the distance between the sheet neutral layer and the adhesive.

Figure 22. Engineering constants

The material for aluminium and steel sheets are assumed to be elastic-plastic and
the adhesive is assumed to be linearly elastic with strain softening caused by damage
(saw-tooth). In peel mode the adhesive has the initial stiffness 20TPa, yield stress 20
MPa and the fracture energy 800 J/m2 and in shear it has the initial stiffness 4TPa, yield
stress 30 MPa and the fracture energy 3400 J/m2.
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The impact head is prescribed a maximum velocity (12 m/sec).

The analysis is performed in two stages. The first stage consists of generating
the rigid body and the specimen, without contact between them.

In the second stage the rigid body is moving against the surface at 12 m/s during
25 milliseconds

After the code is done, and the input file is run by Abaqus, the results studied
will be presented in a plot or animation. The plots of the different tests are shown in the
next chapter.
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RESULTS
The contour which the simulation is presented in show the results is the rainbow
spectrum. The blue colour means the stress below minimum specified and grey colour
means stress over maximum stress specified.

To show the simulation, we use the correct maximum and minimum stress to
show using colours like blue when the element has a stress value above the minimum
stress and grey when the element stress is over the maximum level. In this way it is
possible to observe the correct simulation.
The maximum stress is written in the input file and it is the yield’s module for
steel and aluminium plates and for the adhesive, maximum stress is the Young’s
module.

The code for the graphics is:
Damage dissipation energy

ALLDMD

External work

ALLWK

Internal energy

ALLIE

Kinetic energy

ALLKE

Plastic dissipation

ALLPD

Strain energy (Elastic energy)

ALLSE

The relation among these quantities is explained next.

The law of conservation of energy is checked in the process. So we can relate
the different ways of energy applying a simple energy balance before and after that the
impact head crash over the specimen:

 Energy

beforeimpact



 Energy

afterimpact

ALLWK HEAD  ALLIE SPECIMEN  ALLKE SPECIMEN  ALLPD SPECIMEN

According to the drop process before the impact the unique energy that appears
is the external work of the impact head. Actually, this external work is kinetic energy
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which after the impact is transferred to the specimen. This kinetic energy of the impact
head changes to an internal energy of the specimen. The kinetic energy is completely
transferred to the specimen from the moment of the impact until the impact head stops.

Moreover, we can observe that the internal energy of the specimen is the result
of the composition of two different ways of energy: kinetic energy of the specimen and
the plastic dissipation energy. Both energies and the transfer process are explained later.

The value of external work is calculated using formula KinetikEne rgy  m·v 2 for
1
2

each situation. Observing the graphics of internal energy and kinetic for the whole
model energy of the impact head, when both values are added themselves, it is possible
to conclude that the value is kept constant. And equal to the energy value of the rigid
body just the before moment of the impact. Therefore the law of conservation of energy
is fulfilled.

Observing the kinetic energy graphic (ALLKE, green line) in Figure 23, when
the energy value is closed to zero, it means that the impact head has finished to press the
specimen and the test ends.
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Figure 23. Graphic. Comparison between Internal Energy and Kinetic Energy for the
whole model.

Internal energy of the specimen does not include the adhesive behaviour. It will
be studied later taking into account other variables.

If we look at the internal energy graphic, it shows negative value for the internal
energy of the adhesive. But, if we look at this value we will observe that is quite small
in comparison with the total value of internal energy for the whole model so it could be
considered neglect. If we check the internal energy graphic for the whole model, we can
also see how the energy from the impact head is distributed in each one of the elements
that we have divided the specimen.

Figure 24. Graphic. Internal Energy.
The internal energy of the specimen is compounded by kinetic energy and
plastic deformation of the specimen. So we can see each one separately in the figures 25
and 26:
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Figure 25. Graphic. Kinetic Energy.
Plastic dissipation: for the adhesive, the plastic deformation is equal to zero due
to adhesive does not have plastic behaviour. For the plates, the plastic behaviour starts
when the yield stress is exceeded. On the graphic this moment is represented by a
colour chance in the simulation, when it changes the colour from the colour of the
maximum stress to the next lower.

Figure 26. Graphic. Plastic deformation for each plate.
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The adhesive does not absorb the strain energy because it is located at a point in
the profile only subjected to shear and the adhesive material is assumed elastic. The
plates dissipate all the energy, especially the aluminium plate which is in contact with
the adhesive. We can check this in the Figure 26.

Looking at the graphic 27 Total energy is deduced that the energy will be the
same at the beginning than at the simulation end, only there is a small variation due to
round-off error.

Figure 27. Graphic. Total energy.
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Figure 28. Graphic. Damage dissipation energy.
The damage dissipation for whole model shown in Figure 28 also corresponds to
the adhesive material behaviour, because we have only considered damage for the
adhesive which is the material that we want to analyse. Thus, the adhesive is the only
element that loses energy due to damage of the adhesive but not for the rest of the
elements (materials).
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Some results about each test are including in the next tables:
Test

Start time

Final time

Shock head 1 curve 10 kg

0.75 ms

17 ms

Shock head 1 curve 20 kg

0.75 ms

17.5 ms

Shock head 1 curve 30 kg

0.75 ms

19.5 ms

Shock head 2 curves 10 kg

0.75 ms

13.25 ms

Shock head 2 curves 20 kg

0.75 ms

15.5 ms

Shock head 2 curves 30 kg

0.75 ms

15.75 ms

Figure 29. Table. Time that the impact head before to touch the specimen and
the time that is pressing it

* There is no fracture but the simulation shows that the adhesive is close to fracture.
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CONCLUSION

The whole process of the drop test is analysed in order to have conclusive results
about the behaviour of the adhesive when applied to join different materials.

The drop test machine is designed to be able to perform any drop test according
with the following features: the drop weight should be between 10 and 30 kg, the drop
velocity is as maximum 12 m/s. and the length of the specimen should not be longer
than 70 cm. This drop testing machine also provides a changeable impact head to do all
different test as it is necessary.

According to the results obtained from the simulation, we can state:
-

The adhesive passes the minimum requirements from Volvo Car Corp. drop test
standard. This test is carried out with 10 kg at 12 m/s. using two different impact
heads. Impact energy = 720 J.

-

The adhesive passes the maximum requirements from Volvo Car Corp. drop test
standard. This test is carried out with 20 kg at 12 m/s using two different impact
heads. However, the computerized simulation shows some points where the
adhesive fracture is imminent. These points are clearer in the two curves impact
head test than in the other one. . Impact energy = 1440 J.

-

The adhesive does not pass the maximum requirement test of our machine. This
test is carried out with 30 kg at 12 m/s. Impact energy = 2160 J. The adhesive
fractures in both of the tests done using the two different impact heads. It is also
checked that the fracture occurs earlier in the test using the one curve shock
head.

Hence, the adhesive passes the test but with some limitations. The limitations
could be solved by using spot welding as a complement to the adhesive in the joint. In
any case, this improvement is out of our investigation area.
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APPENDIX A: Manuals and Catalogues

Beams
The tables and guide pictures used to calculate the beams have been taken from
the home page: http://internal.dstm.com.ar/sites/mmnew/her/tablas/upn.pdf:

Figure A.1 UPN beam characteristics.

Figure A.2 UPN cross section dimensions
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al

The stability calculation is done according to Pajón in his manual: Introducción

Dimensionado

en

acero

structural,

that

we

can

find

in:

http://www.uhu.es/javier.pajon/apuntes/INTRODUCCION%20AL%20DIMENSIONA
DO%20EN%20ACERO.pdf

Figure A.3 Stability factor values.
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Lower and upper plates
Table provided by: http://www.bideco.com.mx/tecnico/perfiles/tablaplaca.html

Figure A.4 Wight and measure of standard steel plates
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Motor

Data provided by: http://www.bisongear.com, where the link to find the
specification sheet of our motor is:
http://www.bisongear.com/specs.asp_Q_catID_E_17_A_subCatID_E_3_A_prodID_E_
56_A_skuID_E_554.

Figure A.8 Motor specification sheet
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Guides and shock head structure
The characteristics of the bars chosen to build the guides and the guides and the
sock head structure is a provided by: http://www.acerosarequipa.com/tubolaf.asp

Figure A.9 Weight, thickness and cross section measure for standardized steel
bars
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Clutch

The information provided by the clutch manufactured (http://www.oguraclutch.com/products.html?category=2&product=86&PHPSESSID=c4ee90765e125edd8
8dca003c41de732 ) is show next:

Figure A.10 Couple for Multi-Disk Clutch
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Figure A.11 Dry- type Multiple- Disk EM Clutch
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Clamping plate
The whole manual is in the next link:
http://www.indarbelt.com/pdf/placas%20de%20fijacion.pdf
Anyway some draws and table which have been used are included:

Figure A.12 Clamping plate use explanation

Figure A.13 Clamping plate parameters
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Ball bearing

The ball bearing specifications have been offered by www.skf.com :

Figure A.14. Ball bearing characteristics.
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APPENDIX B: Volvo Car Corp. Drop test standard

-

Method using 4-point bend test.

-

Test impactor: weight 10-20 kg.

-

Specimen: hat profile.

-

Test velocity: 8-12 m/s.

-

Upper plate material of the specimen: aluminium.

-

Lower plate material of the specimen: steel.

Figure B.1. Drop test specimen according to the Volvo test standard
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APPENDIX C: Abaqus figures

Plate4
Plate2
Plate1

Plate5

adhesive

Plate6

Plate8

Plate7

Figure C-1: Model geometry for the adhesive test problem. Upper aluminium plate,
adhesive plates and lower steel plate.
Plate3
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Figure C-2: problem geometry and loading
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APPENDIX D: Abaqus input files

Input file: Perfektok1. Shock head 1 curve. Weight 10 kg, Speed 12 m/s.
*HEADING
Test Explicit dynamic plate
SI units (kg, m, s, N)
*NODE,NSET=NODES
3000, 0.,0.,0.
3100, 0.5,0.,0.
1000, 0.,0.,-0.017
1100, 0.5,0.,-0.017
23000, 0.,-0.0002,0.
23100, 0.5,-0.0002,0.
21000, 0.,-0.0002,-0.017
21100, 0.5,-0.0002,-0.017
11000, 0.,0.,0.067
11100, 0.5,0.,0.067
9000, 0.,0.,0.05
9100, 0.5,0.,0.05
27000, 0.,-0.0002,0.067
27100, 0.5,-0.0002,0.067
25000, 0.,-0.0002,0.05
25100, 0.5,-0.0002,0.05
5000, 0.,0.025,0.
5100, 0.5,0.025,0.
7000, 0.,0.025,0.05
7100, 0.5,0.025,0.05
88000, 0.25,0.15,0.025
**
*NGEN, NSET=line_1
1000,1100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_3
3000,3100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_5
5000,5100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_7
7000,7100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_9
9000,9100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_11
11000,11100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_21
21000,21100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_23
23000,23100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_25
25000,25100,1
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*NGEN, NSET=line_27
27000,27100,1
**
*NFILL,NSET=plate_1
line_1,line_3,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_2
line_3,line_5,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_3
line_5,line_7,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_4
line_7,line_9,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_5
line_9,line_11,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_6
line_21,line_23,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_7
line_23,line_25,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_8
line_25,line_27,10,200
**
** Element definitions
*ELEMENT,TYPE=S4R
1000,1000,1200,1201,1001
6000,3000,3200,3201,3001
11000,5000,5200,5201,5001
16000,7000,7200,7201,7001
21000,9000,9200,9201,9001
26000,21000,21200,21201,21001
31000,23000,23200,23201,23001
36000,25000,25200,25201,25001
**
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_1
1000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_2
6000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_3
11000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_4
16000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_5
21000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_6
26000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_7
31000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_8
36000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
**
*ELEMENT, TYPE=COH3D8
50000,21000,21200,21201,21001,1000,1200,1201,1001
60000,25000,25200,25201,25001,9000,9200,9201,9001
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**
**
**
*ELGEN,ELSET=adhesive
50000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=adhesive
60000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
** Section properties
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_1,
OFFSET=-0.5
0.00256, 5
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_6,
OFFSET=0.5
0.00256, 5
**
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_5,
OFFSET=-0.5
0.00256, 5
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_8,
OFFSET=0.5
0.00256, 5
**
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_7,
OFFSET=0.5
0.00256, 5
**
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_3,
OFFSET=-0.5
0.00256, 5
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_4,
OFFSET=-0.5
0.00256, 5
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_2,
OFFSET=0.5
0.00256, 5
**
*MATERIAL,NAME=aluminium
*ELASTIC
70.E9, 0.3
*PLASTIC
50.E6, 0.
750.E6, 1.
*DENSITY
2700.,
*MATERIAL,NAME=steel
*ELASTIC
210.E9, 0.3
*PLASTIC
800.E6, 0.
2900.E6, 1.
*DENSITY
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7800.,
**
*COHESIVE
SECTION,ELSET=adhesive,MATERIAL=adhesive,THICKNESS=SPECIFIE
D,RESPONSE=TRACTION SEPARATION,STACK
DIRECTION=3,CONTROLS=CTRLS1
0.0002
*SECTION CONTROLS,NAME=CTRLS1,ELEMENT DELETION=YES,MAX
DEGRADATION=1.
1.
*MATERIAL,NAME=adhesive
*DENSITY
1350.
*ELASTIC,TYPE=COUPLED TRACTION
20.E10, 4.E10, 4.E10
*DAMAGE INITIATION,CRITERION=QUADS
20.E6,30.E6,30.E6
**
*DAMAGE EVOLUTION,TYPE=ENERGY,MIXED MODE
BEHAVIOR=BK,POWER=1.,SOFTENING=LINEAR
800.,3400.
**
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_3
elements_3
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_4
elements_4
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_2
elements_2
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_1
elements_1
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_5
elements_5
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_6
elements_6
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_7
elements_7
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_8
elements_2
**
**
*ELEMENT, TYPE=MASS, ELSET=EMASS
88000,88000
*MASS, ELSET=EMASS
10.,
*SURFACE,TYPE=CYLINDER,NAME=surf_drop_weight
0.25,0.13,0.025,0.3,0.13,0.025
0.25,0.13,-0.025
START, 0.09,-0.03121,0.
CIRCL, -0.09,-0.03121, 0.,0.
**
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*RIGID BODY, ANALYTICAL SURFACE=surf_drop_weight, REF
NODE=88000
**
** Define output locations and variables
**
*AMPLITUDE,NAME=smooth_heaviside,DEFINITION=SMOOTH STEP
0.,0.,2.4e-2,1.,
**
**************************step 1*******************'
*STEP,NAME=STEP1
*DYNAMIC,EXPLICIT
,2.5e-2
**CONTACT
*CONTACT PAIR,INTERACTION=impact
surf_drop_weight,surf_3
*SURFACE INTERACTION,NAME=impact
*FRICTION
0.00,
**
*BOUNDARY,TYPE=DISPLACEMENT,AMPLITUDE=smooth_Heaviside
23006,2,5,0.
23050,1, ,0.
23094,2,3,0.
25050,1, ,0.
25006,2, ,0.
25094,2, ,0.
88000,1, ,0.
88000,3,6,0.
*INITIAL CONDITION, TYPE=VELOCITY
88000,2,-12.0
**
**
*NODE FILE,NSET=NODES
U,RF
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER INTERVAL=100,TIMEMARKS=YES
*NODE OUTPUT
U,RF
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER INTERVAL=100,TIMEMARKS=YES
*ELEMENT OUTPUT
S,STATUS,E,
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,TIME INTERVAL=1E-5
*ENERGY OUTPUT, VARIABLE=PRESELECT
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=adhesive, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_3, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_2, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_4, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_1, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_5, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_6, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_7, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_8, VARIABLE=ALL
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*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=EMASS, VARIABLE=ALL
**
** OUTPUT FOR ABAQUS QA PURPOSES
*FILE OUTPUT,NUMBER INTERVAL=3,TIMEMARKS=YES
*NODE FILE,NSET=NODES
U,RF
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUM=1
*NODE OUTPUT,NSET=NODES
U,RF
*END STEP
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Input file: Perfektok2. Shock head 1 curve. Weight 20 kg, Speed 12 m/s.

Input file: Perfektok3 Shock head 1 curve. Weight 30 kg, Speed 12 m/s.

These two input file, are like the first one, only is changed the weight.
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Input file: Perfektok4. Shock head 2 curve. Weight 10 kg, Speed 12 m/s.
*HEADING
Test Explicit dynamic plate
SI units (kg, m, s, N)
*NODE,NSET=NODES
3000, 0.,0.,0.
3100, 0.5,0.,0.
1000, 0.,0.,-0.017
1100, 0.5,0.,-0.017
23000, 0.,-0.0002,0.
23100, 0.5,-0.0002,0.
21000, 0.,-0.0002,-0.017
21100, 0.5,-0.0002,-0.017
11000, 0.,0.,0.067
11100, 0.5,0.,0.067
9000, 0.,0.,0.05
9100, 0.5,0.,0.05
27000, 0.,-0.0002,0.067
27100, 0.5,-0.0002,0.067
25000, 0.,-0.0002,0.05
25100, 0.5,-0.0002,0.05
5000, 0.,0.025,0.
5100, 0.5,0.025,0.
7000, 0.,0.025,0.05
7100, 0.5,0.025,0.05
88000, 0.25,0.15,0.025
**
*NGEN, NSET=line_1
1000,1100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_3
3000,3100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_5
5000,5100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_7
7000,7100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_9
9000,9100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_11
11000,11100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_21
21000,21100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_23
23000,23100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_25
25000,25100,1
*NGEN, NSET=line_27
27000,27100,1
**
*NFILL,NSET=plate_1
line_1,line_3,10,200
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*NFILL,NSET=plate_2
line_3,line_5,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_3
line_5,line_7,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_4
line_7,line_9,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_5
line_9,line_11,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_6
line_21,line_23,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_7
line_23,line_25,10,200
*NFILL,NSET=plate_8
line_25,line_27,10,200
**
** Element definitions
*ELEMENT,TYPE=S4R
1000,1000,1200,1201,1001
6000,3000,3200,3201,3001
11000,5000,5200,5201,5001
16000,7000,7200,7201,7001
21000,9000,9200,9201,9001
26000,21000,21200,21201,21001
31000,23000,23200,23201,23001
36000,25000,25200,25201,25001
**
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_1
1000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_2
6000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_3
11000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_4
16000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_5
21000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_6
26000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_7
31000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
*ELGEN,ELSET=elements_8
36000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
**
*ELEMENT, TYPE=COH3D8
50000,21000,21200,21201,21001,1000,1200,1201,1001
60000,25000,25200,25201,25001,9000,9200,9201,9001
**
**
**
*ELGEN,ELSET=adhesive
50000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
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*ELGEN,ELSET=adhesive
60000,100,1,1,10,200,200,1
** Section properties
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_1, MATERIAL=aluminium,
OFFSET=-0.5
0.00256, 5
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_6, MATERIAL=steel,
OFFSET=0.5
0.00256, 5
**
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_5, MATERIAL=aluminium,
OFFSET=-0.5
0.00256, 5
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_8, MATERIAL=steel,
OFFSET=0.5
0.00256, 5
**
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_7, MATERIAL=steel,
OFFSET=0.5
0.00256, 5
**
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_3, MATERIAL=aluminium,
OFFSET=-0.5
0.00256, 5
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_4, MATERIAL=aluminium,
OFFSET=-0.5
0.00256, 5
*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=elements_2, MATERIAL=aluminium,
OFFSET=0.5
0.00256, 5
**
*MATERIAL,NAME=aluminium
*ELASTIC
70.E9, 0.3
*PLASTIC
50.E6, 0.
750.E6, 1.
*DENSITY
2700.,
*MATERIAL,NAME=steel
*ELASTIC
210.E9, 0.3
*PLASTIC
800.E6, 0.
2900.E6, 1.
*DENSITY
7800.,
**
*COHESIVE
SECTION,ELSET=adhesive,MATERIAL=adhesive,THICKNESS=SPECIFIE
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D,RESPONSE=TRACTION SEPARATION,STACK
DIRECTION=3,CONTROLS=CTRLS1
0.0002
*SECTION CONTROLS,NAME=CTRLS1,ELEMENT DELETION=YES,MAX
DEGRADATION=1.
1.
*MATERIAL,NAME=adhesive
*DENSITY
1350.
*ELASTIC,TYPE=COUPLED TRACTION
20.E10, 4.E10, 4.E10
*DAMAGE INITIATION,CRITERION=QUADS
20.E6,30.E6,30.E6
**
*DAMAGE EVOLUTION,TYPE=ENERGY,MIXED MODE
BEHAVIOR=BK,POWER=1.,SOFTENING=LINEAR
800.,3400.
**
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_3
elements_3
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_4
elements_4
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_2
elements_2
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_1
elements_1
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_5
elements_5
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_6
elements_6
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_7
elements_7
*SURFACE,NAME=surf_8
elements_2
**
**
*ELEMENT, TYPE=MASS, ELSET=EMASS
88000,88000
*MASS, ELSET=EMASS
10.,
*SURFACE,TYPE=CYLINDER,NAME=surf_drop_weight
0.25,0.06,0.025,0.30,0.06,0.025
0.25,0.06,-0.025
START, 0.1,-0.01,0.
CIRCL, 0.02,-0.01, 0.,0.
LINE, -0.02,-0.01
CIRCL, -0.1,-0.01,0.,0.
**
*RIGID BODY, ANALYTICAL SURFACE=surf_drop_weight, REF
NODE=88000
**
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** Define output locations and variables
**
*AMPLITUDE,NAME=smooth_heaviside,DEFINITION=SMOOTH STEP
0.,0.,2.4e-2,1.,
**
**************************step 1*******************'
*STEP,NAME=STEP1
*DYNAMIC,EXPLICIT
,2.5e-2
**CONTACT
*CONTACT PAIR,INTERACTION=impact
surf_drop_weight,surf_3
*SURFACE INTERACTION,NAME=impact
*FRICTION
0.00,
**
*BOUNDARY,TYPE=DISPLACEMENT,AMPLITUDE=smooth_Heaviside
23006,2,5,0.
23050,1, ,0.
23094,2,3,0.
25050,1, ,0.
25006,2, ,0.
25094,2, ,0.
88000,1, ,0.
88000,3,6,0.
*INITIAL CONDITION, TYPE=VELOCITY
88000,2,-12.0
**
**
*NODE FILE,NSET=NODES
U,RF
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER INTERVAL=100,TIMEMARKS=YES
*NODE OUTPUT
U,RF
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUMBER INTERVAL=100,TIMEMARKS=YES
*ELEMENT OUTPUT
S,STATUS,E,
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,TIME INTERVAL=1E-5
*ENERGY OUTPUT, VARIABLE=PRESELECT
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=adhesive, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_3, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_2, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_4, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_1, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_5, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_6, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_7, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=elements_8, VARIABLE=ALL
*ENERGY OUTPUT, ELSET=EMASS, VARIABLE=ALL
**
** OUTPUT FOR ABAQUS QA PURPOSES
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*FILE OUTPUT,NUMBER INTERVAL=3,TIMEMARKS=YES
*NODE FILE,NSET=NODES
U,RF
*OUTPUT,FIELD,NUM=1
*NODE OUTPUT,NSET=NODES
U,RF
*END STEP
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Input file: Perfektok5. Shock head 2 curves. Weight 20 kg, Speed 12 m/s.

Input file: Perfektok6. Shock head 2 curve. Weight 30 kg, Speed 12 m/s.

For the three last input file, it is has only changed the shock head shape and the weight.
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ANNEX: Machine drawings.
1. Axle 1
2. Axle 2
3. Ball bear housing
4. Impact head two curves
5. Extreme support
6. Disc weight
7. Guide-beam connexion
8. Impact head one curve
9. Joint clutch motor
10. Wall support
11. Isolation plate
12. Joint plate
13. Lower plate
14. Impact head
15. Rubber sheet
16. Upper plate
17. Pressure plate
18. Table
19. Table support
20. Square guide
21. UPN 200
22. UPN 40
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